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Collapse clothâ€”cloth that, when removed from the loom and washed, takes on an entirely different

appearance as the threads draw up and create puckers. Combinations of various weaving

techniques are presented alongside photos and diagrams, providing clear instructions for sewing

scarves, wraps, tops, and harem-style pants made from this fluid and unusual cloth. Additional

chapters describe in detail how to warp the loom and add special effects such as double weave,

supplementary warps, spaced cloth, overshot, and deflected double weave. Tips for those who want

to spin their own yarn for collapse projects are also included.
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The beautiful photography of many examples of this specialized type of weaving inspire the reader

to gather the materials and get to their looms! The language is clear and concise, just want you

want in a "how to" book.

Everything you could possibly want to know about Collapse Weave and how to do it. Even how to

spin for it! (And Anne Field knows about spinning. Look for her books. She can only be described as

awesome!)The pictures are inspiring, the information given in a clear, concise way. I know I can do

this with her help!Not a beginning weaver's book as you need to know your fibers and have weaving

experience. Definately on my "to do" list. Now, to find her book on 4 harness weaving...Thank you

Anne!Spinning Wool: Beyond the basics

The rating is more an opinion on how relevant this book is for my weaving than the quality of the



writing. It is well written and many lovely examples are photographed. I bought it for information

using energized handspun yarn. The yarn used for Ms. Field's class and the beautiful dress in the

book are hard to buy commercial yarn used by the airline upholstery industry. I doubt I will ever use

the information in this book.

Nothing new, no inspiration. Just OK. If you expect a lot more from this book than the small section

ofcollapse weave in "Fabrics That Go Bump" The Best of Weaver's, you would not be too happy.

Brand new to weaving, I bought up a bunch of books at a going out of business sale. Saw a design I

wanted to try (collapse weaving) in one of the books, but it was written for an 8-shaft loom (mine is

4-shaft).Investigated and found this book, all about collapse weaving, that said can be done on both

4-shaft and 8-shaft looms.I received the book and discovered it is really not a technique for the

4-shaft loom. You can do some things, but not anything I found even attractive. The really nice

collapse weaving is only for the 8-shaft loom.Wish I had known that ahead of time. Disappointed.
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